“THEY TRIED TO KILL US ALL” Atrocity Crimes against Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State, Myanmar
The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s work on genocide and related crimes against humanity is conducted by the Simon-Skjodt Center for the Prevention of Genocide. The Simon-Skjodt Center is dedicated to stimulating timely global action to prevent genocide and to catalyze an international response when it occurs. Our goal is to make the prevention of genocide a core foreign policy priority for leaders around the world through a multipronged program of research, education, and public outreach. We work to equip decision makers, starting with officials in the United States but also extending to other governments and institutions, with the knowledge, tools, and institutional support required to prevent—or, if necessary, halt—genocide and related crimes against humanity.

Fortify Rights works to ensure and defend human rights for all. We investigate human rights violations, engage stakeholders, and strengthen initiatives led by human rights defenders, affected communities, and civil society. We believe in the influence of evidence-based research, the power of strategic truth-telling, and the importance of working closely with individuals, communities, and movements pushing for change. We are an independent, nonprofit organization based in Southeast Asia and registered in the United States and Switzerland.

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum uses the name “Burma” and Fortify Rights uses the name “Myanmar” to describe the same country. For the purposes of this joint report, the country will be referred to as “Myanmar.”
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Executive Summary

On October 9, 2016, a previously unknown Rohingya militant group calling itself Harakah al-Yaqin attacked three police outposts in Maungdaw and Rathedaung Townships in Myanmar’s northern Rakhine State. Armed mostly with sticks, knives, and improvised explosive devices, the group killed nine state security officials. After renaming itself the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) in March 2017, the group waged a second attack on 30 police outposts and an army base on August 25, 2017, killing 12 officials. ARSA claimed the attacks were a response to protracted discriminatory treatment and persecution of the Rohingya Muslim minority in Myanmar.

Immediately following both of those attacks, the Myanmar Army launched clearance operations—a term the military uses to describe ongoing multiagency efforts to combat and apprehend Rohingya militants.

In practice, the military and the Government of Myanmar used such operations as a mechanism to commit mass atrocities against Rohingya men, women, and children.

Over the past year, Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center documented how the Myanmar Army, Air Force, Police Force, and armed civilians carried out an unprecedented, widespread, and systematic attack on Rohingya civilians throughout northern Rakhine State with brutal efficiency. Eyewitness testimony documented in this report reveals how Myanmar state security forces and civilian perpetrators committed mass killings. State security forces opened fire on Rohingya civilians from the land and sky. Soldiers and knife-wielding civilians hacked to death and slit the throats of Rohingya men, women, and children, and Rohingya civilians were burned alive. Soldiers raped and gang-raped Rohingya women and girls and arbitrarily arrested men and boys en masse.

“They tried to kill us all,” said “Mohammed Rafiq,” 25, from Min Gyi village in Maungdaw Township, recalling how soldiers corralled villagers in a group and opened fire on them on August 30, 2017. “There was nothing left. People were shot in the chest, stomach, legs, face, head, everywhere.”

Satellite imagery corroborates eyewitness testimony describing how Myanmar authorities and others razed Rohingya-owned homes and properties throughout northern Rakhine State, destroying hundreds of villages and entire village tracts.

Before August 25, the Rohingya population in northern Rakhine State numbered more than one million. The Myanmar Army-led attacks on civilians resulted in the forced displacement of nearly 700,000 Rohingya since October 2016—more than half of the entire population in northern Rakhine State.

At the time of this writing, thousands of Rohingya survivors of the attacks continue to cross into Bangladesh, contributing to the fastest-growing outflow of refugees from a country since the Rwandan genocide.

The evidence documented in this report demonstrates that Myanmar state security forces and civilian perpetrators committed crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing during the two waves of attacks on Rohingya men, women, and children starting on October 9, 2016 and from August 25, 2017. There is mounting evidence to suggest these acts represent a genocide of the Rohingya population.

Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center traveled to Rakhine State and areas along the Bangladesh–Myanmar border before and during both rounds of military-led attacks on Rohingya civilians. Fortify Rights visited

The security operation[s] are being conducted to apprehend the attackers on police outposts of security personnel and to recover arms lost during the recent attacks on police outposts.

—Government of Myanmar on its “clearance operations” in Rakhine State
locations along the Naf River—which separates Myanmar and Bangladesh—refugee camps in Bangladesh, forested enclaves on the border, and villages where Rohingya survivors sought refuge. This report is based on more than 200 in-depth, in-person interviews—documented primarily by Fortify Rights—with Rohingya survivors and eyewitnesses of atrocity crimes, including more than 100 Rohingya women, as well as aid workers.

Like many of Myanmar’s ethnic and religious minorities, the Rohingya—a predominantly Muslim ethnic minority living primarily in Rakhine State in western Myanmar—have suffered serious human rights violations and abuses in the Buddhist-majority country for decades. The Government of Myanmar has imposed strict restrictions on Rohingya freedom of movement, marriage, childbirth, and other aspects of daily life. Denied equal access to Myanmar citizenship by law since 1982, most Rohingya are also stateless. The government and members of Myanmar’s public further deny the ethnic identity of Rohingya and regard the Rohingya as unwanted “Bengali” foreigners from Bangladesh, casting them as an existential threat to Buddhist culture.

Rakhine State is also home to the Rakhine people, a primarily Buddhist ethnic nationality in Myanmar who compose the majority of Rakhine State and are full citizens of Myanmar by law. Tensions and deep social divisions exist between Rohingya and Rakhine communities. And in 2012, violence between Rakhine Buddhists and Rohingya Muslims that left casualties on both sides resulted in a state-sanctioned attack against Rohingya and other Muslims in 13 of 17 townships in Rakhine State. The 2012 violence led to the mass displacement of Rohingya survivors to dozens of squalid internment camps in eight townships in Rakhine State. Today, the government confines more than 120,000 Rohingya to 38 internment camps.

Like in 2012, the Myanmar government could have prevented the current crisis had it heeded warnings sounded by the Simon-Skjodt Center, Fortify Rights, and many others—including Rohingya communities themselves—of the risks of atrocities in Rakhine State. In every year since it began, the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Early Warning Project ranked Myanmar in the top 3 of 162 countries identified as likely to see state-led mass killings. In 2015, the Museum issued a report raising concern about ongoing crimes against humanity and the risk of genocide in the country. A legal analysis published in 2015 by the Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic at Yale Law School and Fortify Rights also found “strong evidence” of possible crimes of genocide in Rakhine State.

The Government of Myanmar not only ignored warning signs of mass violence and atrocities but also created and perpetuated an environment for mass violence and atrocities,
including fostering long-standing discrimination against the Rohingya population and ensuring impunity for perpetrators.

Since October 2016, the civilian and military leadership of Myanmar have categorically denied any wrongdoing in Rakhine State and simultaneously blocked access to affected areas, apart from a few guided tours to select areas for diplomats and journalists. A December 26 press release from State Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi’s office described allegations of rape by security forces as “rumors,” “fabricated stories,” and “one-sided accusations.” In late December, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Aye Aye Soe said allegations of grave human rights violations were “made-up stories, blown out of proportion,” adding that “the things they are accusing us of didn’t happen at all.”

Following the first military-led attacks in October 2016 on Rohingya residents in northern Rakhine State, the United Nations Human Rights Council appointed a fact-finding mission to look into allegations of severe human rights violations in Rakhine State and elsewhere in Myanmar. Following the second military-led attack that started in August 2017, the UN Security Council held a public session on September 28 on the situation in Rakhine State with member states condemning the violence against civilians. On October 23, 2017, the United States Government announced it would implement several measures and possible sanctions against the Myanmar military “in pursuit of accountability and an end to violence.”

Despite these interventions, the international community has failed to sufficiently press the Government of Myanmar to change course and prevent atrocities in Rakhine State.

Even today, as mass killings and the flight of Rohingya from Myanmar receive global attention, the Government of Myanmar’s persecution of the Rohingya remains in place and is further entrenched.

Without urgent action, a risk of further outbreaks of mass atrocities exists in Rakhine State and possibly elsewhere in Myanmar.

**SUMMARY OF NEXT STEPS**

**THE GOVERNMENT OF MYANMAR** should immediately cease its attack on Rohingya civilians and investigate and prosecute those responsible for human rights violations and atrocity crimes. The government should condemn attacks on all civilians in Rakhine State and urgently work to counter anti-Rohingya rhetoric and sentiment within the Myanmar public. The government should also provide humanitarian organizations, human rights monitors, and journalists with immediate and unfettered access to all affected areas of Rakhine State.

**THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY** has an important role to play in halting and averting atrocities. Individual governments and institutions, including the UN Security Council and UN General Assembly, should use all available leverage to end mass atrocities. Their options include (a) condemning the ongoing attacks on the civilian population; (b) demanding unfettered access for the UN-mandated fact-finding mission, which was established in March 2017; (c) enacting targeted sanctions on the individuals responsible for crimes in Rakhine State; and (d) instituting an arms embargo on Myanmar. The UN Security Council should also seriously consider referring the situation to the International Criminal Court, which was established to investigate, try, and prosecute those responsible for atrocity crimes.
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Background

Before the current violence that has forced hundreds of thousands from their homes to seek refuge in Bangladesh, more than one million Rohingya lived in Myanmar, mostly in the country’s westernmost Rakhine State. In 1982, Myanmar’s military rulers adopted the 1982 Citizenship Law that denied Rohingya equal access to citizenship, effectively stripping them of nationality rights and leaving most Rohingya stateless.

The Government of Myanmar has used the lack of nationality rights to deny Rohingya other basic rights and freedoms, imposing restrictions on movement, marriage, childbirth, and religious rights, as well as access to health, livelihoods, and education. Discriminatory local orders established by Myanmar authorities in northern Rakhine State further restrict aspects of daily life for Rohingya. Because of the lack of rights and freedoms in Myanmar, most Rohingya are confined to poor villages, towns, and internment camps in Rakhine State.

Rakhine State is one of the poorest states in Myanmar. It is home to more than two million predominantly Buddhist ethnic Rakhine people, the majority population in 13 of the 17 townships in the state. Unlike the Rohingya, the ethnic Rakhine minority group in Myanmar is a legally recognized “national race” with citizenship, yet they too suffered egregious human rights violations under decades of military rule and continue to face violations to this day. The mistreatment endured by the Rakhine community at the hands of the Government of Myanmar has contributed to tensions between the Rakhine and Rohingya communities.

For years, Myanmar authorities reinforced a dangerous, discriminatory, apartheid-like system in Rakhine State to separate Rohingya Muslims from Rakhine Buddhist communities, fueling tensions between them. In June 2012, following tit-for-tat violence between Rakhine Buddhists and Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State that resulted in casualties on both sides, tensions escalated into deadly, targeted attacks on Muslims. In October 2012, state security forces and armed Rakhine civilians attacked Rohingya in 13 of 17 townships in Rakhine State, killing untold numbers and displacing another 100,000 Rohingya. Today, the Government of Myanmar confines more than 120,000 mostly Rohingya survivors of the 2012 violence to 38 internment camps in eight townships.

Because the Myanmar authorities’ failure to promote and protect the human rights of all residents in Rakhine State, the cycle of violence and impunity continues.

Myanmar’s Political Transition

The landslide victory of the National League for Democracy (NLD) in Myanmar’s 2015 elections represented a major step in Myanmar’s political transition from direct military rule. After more than five decades of successive military rulers, the nominally civilian government of President Thein Sein ceded power to the NLD, led by Nobel Peace Prize recipient Aung San Suu Kyi. This change ushered in a new era with high hopes for reform in Myanmar, despite the fact that the military retained significant political power by law: Although the NLD has the majority of seats in Parliament, the military retains 25 percent of parliamentary seats. With more than 75 percent of Parliament needed to amend the constitution, the military has cemented its role in government. The military also selects the heads of several key ministries, including Defense, Home Affairs, and Border Affairs. The Myanmar Police Force, which reports to the Ministry of Home Affairs, is therefore ultimately governed by the military and not the civilian NLD.

In September 2016, President Obama described the situation in Myanmar as a “good news story in an era in which so often we see countries going in the opposite direction.” The casting of Myanmar as a “good news story” captured the international narrative around the country’s political transition. In line with this narrative, international policy conversations shifted away from a focus on human rights concerns toward bolstering development and political reforms in the country. Sanctions against Myanmar were largely removed.
Although these shifts in narrative and policy conversations demonstrate an appreciation for positive changes under the leadership of the NLD, the Myanmar military remains unreformed and responsible for severe human rights violations against civilians, including Myanmar’s Rohingya. Under the constitution, military-led ministries exert considerable control over the situation in Rakhine State and are therefore necessary players in ensuring civilian protection in the affected areas. Even if it had the political will to ensure the rights of the Rohingya population, the NLD at the national level cannot fully implement reforms at the state or local level without cooperation from these authorities.

International law imposes the primary responsibility for protecting civilians on the national government, whether civilian, military, or jointly led. Although Myanmar’s civilian leadership may not have complete political freedom or political will to enact the sweeping reforms necessary to end the persecution of minorities throughout the country, including Rohingya, it must act to the full extent of its capacity to protect civilians at risk of mass atrocities.

**Rohingya Militancy**

The Rohingya militant group responsible for deadly attacks on multiple police outposts in Maungdaw, Buthidaung, and Rathedaung Townships in northern Rakhine State in October 2016 and August 2017 initially called itself Harakah al-Yaqin, or Faith Movement, and later identified itself as the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA). According to the Government of Myanmar, ARSA killed nine police officers during the October 9 attack and 12 state security officers during the August 25 attack. On August 25, the Government of Myanmar declared ARSA a terrorist organization under Myanmar law.

ARSA is the first operational Rohingya armed force in Myanmar in decades. Following its initial attack on October 9, 2016, the group released several propaganda videos online in which an apparent leader—later identified as Ata Ullah—calls for volunteers to engage in armed conflict in Rakhine State. Interviews with Rohingya suggest that ARSA is not well organized, well funded, or well trained. Some members said they received sticks, knives, and small sums of money—approximately 20,000 kyats (US$20)—in exchange for joining the group. Other members received nothing. Nevertheless, the group has proved itself capable of deadly violence.

The group stated that it does not associate with international extremist organizations and that its objectives are social and political, revolving mostly around the restoration of Rohingya rights. Yet since the most recent attacks on Rohingya, international extremist organizations such as al-Qaeda have publicly called for violence against Myanmar authorities. Those calls appear to have been unsolicited.

The Government of Myanmar has alleged that Rohingya militants killed 59 civilians who supposedly cooperated with Myanmar authorities or spoke to news media in northern Rakhine State during the clearance operations. Fortify Rights documented ARSA killings of Rohingya civilians in the weeks and days leading up to the August 25 attacks.

Several Rohingya expressed concern to Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center about the existence of a Rohingya armed group, and most Rohingya interviewed by Fortify Rights in December 2016 and March 2017 had never heard of any active Rohingya militia in Rakhine State or elsewhere; very few expressed explicit moral or other support for the group. In the weeks leading up to the August 25 attacks, Fortify Rights documented a sharp rise in ARSA’s recruitment of young men in several villages throughout northern Rakhine State. Residents and members of ARSA cited the Myanmar Army’s attacks on the civilian population in October and November 2016 as a driver of recruitment, as well as intimidation tactics by ARSA, including death threats against local residents.

One member of ARSA also told Fortify Rights how the group attempted to forcibly recruit Rohingya men and boys by preventing them from fleeing the country: “Yes, it’s true. We were stopping the people so they would join the group [ARSA]. The head of my group instructed us to not let people come here [to Bangladesh].”
In the span of one year, ARSA demonstrated its ability to recruit willing “fighters,” attack government installations, and commit human rights violations against civilians, including murder. The Myanmar authorities have used the advent of ARSA to attack Rohingya civilians and shape public opinion against them. These factors and the lack of accountability for atrocities committed by the military may aid ARSA’s recruitment efforts and contribute to future conflict and cycles of atrocities.
In response to the attacks by ARSA in October 2016 and August 2017, security forces initiated what they referred to as “clearance operations.” In a January 23 communication to the United Nations, the Government of Myanmar said the objectives of the October 2016 clearance operations were “to apprehend the attackers on police outposts of security personnel and to recover arms lost during the recent attacks on police outposts.” Instead, state security forces initiated a widespread and systematic attack on the Rohingya civilian population. The army, police, and armed civilian perpetrators (a) razed entire villages; (b) killed men, women, and children; (c) raped and gang-raped Rohingya women and girls; and (d) arrested masses of Rohingya men and boys, many of whom remain missing, according to family members. A UN official monitoring the clearance operations described it as “an abusive situation, not to the armed people, but to the civilians. The civilians became the victims.” In February 2017, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights alleged that the Myanmar forces “very likely” committed “crimes against humanity.” In September 2017, the high commissioner for human rights referred to the situation in Rakhine State as a “textbook example of ethnic cleansing.”

The testimonies that follow detail mass atrocities committed during the Myanmar Army–led clearance operations in northern Rakhine State from October 2016 to January 2017 and from August 2017 to the time of this writing. The testimonial evidence demonstrates the consistent nature of the Myanmar Army–led attack on civilians throughout disparate geographic areas in northern Rakhine State and during the first and second rounds of clearance operations.

**Murder**

Fortify Rights documented and analyzed more than 80 testimonies of Rohingya women and men from more than 40 villages in Maungdaw, Buthidaung, and Rathedaung Townships who witnessed or shared information about unlawful killings by members of the Myanmar security forces and men wearing civilian clothing—working
in concert with the army and police—during the two clearance operations in northern Rakhine State.

Myanmar Army soldiers slit throats; burned victims alive, including infants and children; and beat civilians to death. State security forces opened fire on men, women, and children from land and helicopter gunships at close range and at a distance, killing untold numbers. Survivors from some villages also reported how soldiers slashed women’s breasts, hacked bodies to pieces, and beheaded victims. The brutality with which the killings unfolded is alarming, as is the apparent coordination that would be necessary for these crimes to occur in similar manners across several areas in northern Rakhine State and over a span of several months.

Several Rohingya eyewitnesses described mass killings in three villages located, respectively, in Maungdaw, Buthidaung, and Rathedaung Townships during the second wave of violence starting in August 2017.

“Rasheed Salim,” 48, described how Myanmar Army soldiers surrounded the large house of a prominent Rohingya family where dozens of residents of Maung Nu village in Buthidaung Township gathered for protection on the morning of August 27. Soldiers forcibly entered the house and dragged men and boys outside.34 “Rasheed Salim” said: “They were taken out of the house. They were blindfolded and made to lie down on the ground. Then [the Myanmar Army soldiers] shot them.”35

“Flora Begum,” 50, also witnessed the attack: “[The soldiers] shot some of them dead and kicked the others, screaming and threatening them….They were beating and shooting the men on the ground.”36 Her father-in-law—who was a local mullah—brother-in-law, and his two sons, ages 16 and 18, were among those killed.37

Survivors estimate that the soldiers killed at least 150 men and boys, ranging in age from 12 to 90, during the attack on Maung Nu village.

Myanmar Army soldiers reportedly also killed hundreds of Rohingya civilians, including children gathered on the banks of the Purma River, in Min Gyi village in Maungdaw Township on the morning of August 30.38

“Myhmed Rafiq,” 25, survived the attack and described what happened: “Not long after that, [the soldiers] started shooting at us. There were maybe 70 soldiers shooting us. It was a continuous noise, continuous bullets. Almost everyone died.”39

“N. Islam,” 51, who also witnessed the mass killing on the Purma riverbank, told Fortify Rights that small children were among those killed. He said: “Some small children were thrown into the river….They hacked small children who were half alive. They were breastfeeding-age children, two years, three years, five years.”40

When the killing was complete, soldiers moved bodies into piles and set them alight.41

Myanmar Army soldiers and armed civilians working in apparent collaboration with the soldiers also committed mass killings in Chut Pyin village in Rathedaung Township on August 27. According to Rohingya survivors, soldiers shot rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) at homes to burn them down and opened fire on civilians, while armed civilians slashed and stabbed Rohingya residents with knives and long swords.42 Soldiers corralled a group of men and boys into a thatch-roof hut and set the hut on fire, burning them alive.43 Soldiers also beheaded two children.44

These attacks are similar to those committed by security forces in October 2016 in Maungdaw Township. “Sanjula,” a 25-year-old woman from Hpar Wut Chaung village, watched as soldiers violently interrogated her 60-year-old Rohingya neighbor, accusing him of supporting Rohingya fighters before beheading him in November 2016. She recounted the incident:

Five or six soldiers held him down on the porch. One soldier held his shoulders, another held his legs, and another held his hands. He was facing upward. They were holding his mouth, but he was screaming. The soldier with the knife slashed him across the throat with one stroke. [Later], they grabbed his head by the hair and threw the head into the paddy field. They picked up his body under the legs and arms and threw his body into the road. The body stayed there for maybe one week. Nobody dared to go near it.45
Fortify Rights spoke to numerous Rohingya eyewitnesses who described aerial attacks against civilians by Myanmar military helicopter gunships during the first clearance operations, including “Fatima Zuhan,” a 30-year-old Rohingya woman, from Myaw Taung village. She said:

It was raining bullets. We couldn’t see anything. We only understood that it was gunfire when we saw the wounds. One person was shot through the lower leg, all the way through. One person was shot in the side. Another person was shot in the head.  

Several Rohingya men and women eyewitnesses described how Myanmar Army soldiers disposed of bodies in October and November 2016, in some cases cutting victims to pieces and burying them in shallow mass graves. In August and September 2017, soldiers burned “piles” of bodies in various locations, according to survivors and eyewitnesses.

In both clearance operations, survivors identified soldiers in green uniforms, some with red scarves—a characteristic of Myanmar Army soldiers—as the main perpetrators of killings, as well as Lon Tein police—or riot police—in camouflage uniforms. Survivors from both clearance operations also described civilians armed with swords and knives accompanying and acting in coordination with Myanmar Army soldiers and Lon Tein police.

Rape and Sexual Violence

Rohingya survivors of rape elected to share their testimony on the record for this report. Fortify Rights spoke to eight Rohingya women who were raped or gang-raped by Myanmar Army soldiers in October and November 2016 in seven villages in Maungdaw Township, as well as 17 eyewitnesses to rape. Soldiers gang-raped women and girls in homes, schools, other community buildings, paddy fields, and forested areas, often in plain view of other soldiers and civilians. Testimony from survivors, eyewitnesses to rapes, and others with additional information on the rape of women and girls by Myanmar Army soldiers revealed patterns in how these crimes were carried out.

In many villages, soldiers went systematically from house to house, forcing residents to gather in open fields, schoolyards, or other outdoor spaces. Survivors and eyewitnesses described how soldiers surrounded and separated their captives by gender and, in many cases, conducted aggressive body searches of detained women and girls. Soldiers then selected, raped, and in some cases raped and killed women and girls from these groups. Soldiers interrogated some women and girls about the whereabouts of their husbands and brothers, typically with threats of death, before raping them. Fortify Rights also documented the mutilation of women’s bodies.

For example, “Laka,” a 27-year-old Rohingya woman from U Shey Kya village in Maungdaw Township, explained how soldiers raped her and three other women in her home in November 2016 after beating her and her children:

I grabbed my legs, saying, “Please do not do this. I already have a husband. Please do not do this.” I said this to the soldiers, but they had no mercy on me. This was in the house. The soldiers took all my family members to a separate room. Then two soldiers raped me. The other two men raped three other women in my house.

Doctors working with the UN at Leda makeshift refugee camp in Bangladesh reportedly treated hundreds of Rohingya women with injuries related to sexual violence during the clearance operations of October and November. Fortify Rights interviewed five medical doctors and physicians treating Rohingya rape survivors in Bangladesh, more than 17 eyewitnesses to rapes, and 14 Rohingya who provided additional information on the rape of women and girls by Myanmar Army soldiers in October and November 2016 in Maungdaw Township.

Fortify Rights also interviewed nine Rohingya who provided information about rape and women being taken away by state security forces in August and September. “N. Islam,” 51, survived the Min Gyi massacre on August 30. He said:

After they first shot the men and boys, they selected some women from the group and put the women on the top of the hill. While the soldiers were killing and cutting the others, these women were then taken to the riverbank. Groups of around ten soldiers took about six
women three times. They took them to the bushes of the bank. And then they came again and took six more. I couldn’t see what happened to them but the women never came back. I believe they were raped and killed.55

Arbitrary Mass Arrests and Enforced Disappearances

In a January 23, 2017, communication to the UN, the Government of Myanmar acknowledged that as of November 21, 2016, it had arrested and detained 406 suspects in 36 criminal cases in northern Rakhine State as part of the 2016 clearance operations.56 Criminal charges ranged from murder to illegal possession of weapons. Testimony gathered by the authors indicates that the arrests and disappearances targeted people, including children, with no connection to the attacks on police stations in early October 2016.

Fortify Rights documented and analyzed testimony of 29 Rohingya eyewitnesses from seven villages, all describing the arbitrary mass detention of Rohingya men and boys during the first Myanmar Army-led attack on civilians in Maungdaw Township in October and November. Soldiers captured and rounded up able-bodied men and boys and transported them from villages, sometimes blindfolded and with their hands bound behind their backs. Elderly men, as well as women, girls, and young boys, were left behind. The testimony collected for this report suggests that many more than 406 were arrested and not released, raising grave questions about the whereabouts and well-being of the detainees.

“Hnin R.,” 23, a Rohingya mother of three, recounted how soldiers arrested men in Hpar Wut Chaung village in late November, including her husband, after rounding up and detaining a large group of residents in a local field:

At 3 p.m., the soldiers told the women that they could return home....But none of the men were allowed to leave. All the men were taken away at this time. My husband was taken away along with about 35 men.... The last time I saw my husband was in the field. When they told us to go away, we just waited to see what would happen to the men. We saw five trucks taking our men away.57

“Hnin R.” has not seen her husband since he was arbitrarily arrested.
From October 2016 to March 2017, the Myanmar authorities halted visits by international monitors and humanitarian workers to places of detention in Rakhine State, resulting in an inexplicable six-month-long “blackout” in detention centers after the clearance operations began.

Arrests and possible enforced disappearances continued during the second Myanmar Army-led attack on Rohingya civilians starting in August 2017.  For example, “Kyaw Win,” a 35-year-old Rohingya resident from Tha Man Thar village, Maungdaw Township, described how Myanmar Army soldiers and Lon Tein police arrested and took away his adult brother on August 21:

First, they came to our house, and they hit him on his head with their guns. They tied his wrists together. Ten of the people from our village were arrested and taken away. Four were later freed. The rest were not…. My father went to the [police] camp, but they didn’t give him access. They said they didn’t know anything about my brother or where he was.

**Forced Displacement**

In addition to the climate of fear created by mass killings, rapes, and other violations against Rohingya, Myanmar Army soldiers purposefully destroyed dozens of mosques and the homes of tens of thousands of civilians, razing entire villages, most commonly using RPGs during both clearance operations. Myanmar Army soldiers also told people to leave and issued menacing threats of death and of “vanish[ing] all Muslims from Myanmar.” At the time of this writing, these attacks have forced the displacement of nearly 700,000 Rohingya since October 2016, many of whom were forced across the border to Bangladesh and farther afield. The Rohingya population in Myanmar numbered approximately one million before the clearance operations began, which means that more than half of the entire group was forcibly displaced in less than 11 months.

All were burned down. There’s not a single green leaf left in the village. They [Myanmar Army soldiers] used a launcher to start the fires.

“Kumyar Begum,” a 20-year-old mother of three and resident of Pwint Hpyu Chaung village in Maungdaw Township, similarly described how soldiers burned down her house: “They shot fire at the house….It was a heavy sound. Around 100 [soldiers] were standing nearby….The military waited until the whole house had burned down and left around 4 p.m. We had only the clothes we were wearing.”

Fortify Rights spoke with 51 Rohingya men and women from 16 villages in Maungdaw Township who directly witnessed soldiers carry out arson attacks during the first round of clearance operations starting in October 2016. Additional research indicates that Myanmar security forces attacked at least 26 other villages from October to December 2016—indicating that attacks took place in at least 42 villages in Maungdaw Township during the first wave of attacks. Fortify Rights spoke to an additional 51 survivors who described similar systematic arson attacks on at least 31 villages in Maungdaw, Buthidaung, and Rathedaung Townships during the clearance operations starting in August 2017. In total, several hundred villages were targeted during the Myanmar Army-led attack beginning August 25. Several survivors also described how soldiers destroyed food stocks, contributing to further forced displacement. Satellite imagery indicates arson attacks destroyed more than 200 villages.

The level of collective destruction demonstrates that the military created conditions that make it impossible or extremely difficult for people to survive in their places of origin.
The Simon-Skjodt Center and Fortify Rights are gravely concerned that Myanmar’s military and civilian leadership may be responsible for atrocity crimes, including crimes against humanity and ethnic cleansing. We are also concerned about mounting evidence of genocide against the Rohingya.

International Legal Implications of Mass Atrocities

Crimes against Humanity

The attacks by Myanmar security forces against Rohingya civilians in Maungdaw Township during the clearance operations from October to December 2016 and since August 2017 appear to constitute crimes against humanity.

Under customary international law, all states have an affirmative legal obligation to prevent crimes against humanity from occurring and to hold perpetrators of such crimes to account. The 1998 Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) provides the most recent codification of crimes against humanity. Although Myanmar is not a signatory to the Rome Statute, the statute provides an authoritative and widely accepted definition of a crime against humanity.

Article 7 of the Rome Statute defines a crime against humanity as a prohibited act “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack.” As part of the definition, the Rome Statute delineates a number of prohibited acts, including murder, rape and sexual violence, torture, enforced disappearance of persons, imprisonment or severe deprivation of physical liberty, deportation and forcible transfer of population, persecution, and “other inhumane acts.”

As demonstrated in this report, members of the Myanmar security forces and armed civilians committed a number of prohibited acts against Rohingya civilians during the clearance operations, including murder, rape and sexual violence, enforced disappearances, imprisonment or severe deprivation of physical liberty, and the deportation and forcible transfer of population. These acts were perpetrated against Rohingya by reason of their membership of an ethnic and religious group and constitute persecution.

The evidence collected suggests that the prohibited acts were also perpetrated as part of an attack in line with a state
policy that was either in place at the time of the attacks or crystalized during the attacks. This policy may be inferred by the coordinated nature of the attack, the recurrent pattern of violence, the commitment of public resources to facilitate the attack, and the involvement of state forces, as well as the underlying motivation for the attack.

During the two waves of violence in October 2016 and August 2017, the Myanmar security forces implemented what appeared to be coordinated attacks on multiple Rohingya villages in a variety of locations and for several weeks. Those attacks were carried out in similar ways and required a significant commitment of public resources. Furthermore, those attacks are in line with long-standing state-sponsored forms of persecution and discriminatory policies aimed at excluding the Rohingya from basic rights and freedoms, including the right to nationality, in Myanmar.

The International Criminal Court has affirmed that crimes against humanity are attacks that are either “widespread” or “systematic.” Only the attack must be widespread or systematic, not the individual acts of the direct perpetrators. Relevant factors to consider when determining whether an attack is widespread or systematic include the “means, methods, resources and result of the attack,” as well as “the consequences of the attack..., the number of victims, the nature of the acts, the possible participation of officials or authorities and any identifiable pattern of crimes.”

The evidence collected and analyzed by Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center shows that the Myanmar Army’s attacks against the Rohingya population in Maungdaw Township from October to December 2016 were both widespread and systematic. An attack is considered “widespread” on the basis of the “large-scale nature of the attack and the number of targeted persons.” Widespread attacks are generally “massive, frequent, carried out collectively” against many people. An attack that takes place over time and across geographical space may also be considered widespread.

Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center documented and analyzed the mass movement of Myanmar Army battalions into at least 40 villages across a relatively vast geographic area in Maungdaw Township between October and December 2016, committing targeted attacks on a large number of Rohingya civilians. The attacks resulted in the displacement of at least 94,000 Rohingya civilians from Maungdaw Township over a three-month period. The Myanmar Army-led attacks in August and September 2017 spread across all three townships in northern Rakhine State, targeting hundreds of Rohingya villages and hundreds of thousands of civilians, displacing more than half a million.

The attacks against the Rohingya population in northern Rakhine State were also systematic. A systematic attack refers to “the organized nature of the acts of violence and the improbability of their random occurrence,” or “non-accidental repetition of similar criminal conduct.” The existence of a plan or policy may provide evidence that an attack was systematic but is not required.

The organized nature and pattern of the acts of violence perpetrated by the Myanmar security forces against the Rohingya civilian population during the two clearance operations indicate that the attacks were also systematic. At least four Myanmar Army battalions comprising an estimated 2,000 soldiers were reportedly involved in the attacks in October and November and used sophisticated weapons, including RPGs. In response to ARSA’s August 25 attack, the Myanmar Army reportedly deployed thousands of additional soldiers from nearly 40 battalions, including six from Light Infantry Division 33 and eight from Light Infantry Division 99. The large deployment of troops as well as the use of RPGs would have required detailed planning and coordination and the strategic allocation of significant financial resources and arms—the widespread use of such weaponry demonstrated “the organized nature of the acts of violence and the improbability of their random occurrence.”

Finally, it appears that Myanmar security forces and other perpetrators knew that their actions contributed to or were intended to contribute to the larger attack on the Rohingya civilian population. Soldiers from a variety of battalions commanded by different military officials moved from village to village committing prohibited acts against Rohingya civilians in line with a common pattern, indicating a necessary level of awareness of the attack taking place and that the prohibited acts contributed to the attack.
Ethnic Cleansing
Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center share the conclusions of the United Nations and many nongovernmental organizations that the Government of Myanmar is perpetrating ethnic cleansing in northern Rakhine State. Ethnic cleansing has no authoritative definition under international law but is understood as “rendering an area ethnically homogeneous by using force or intimidation to remove persons of given groups from the area.”\(^9\) The type of acts that may be considered coercive for removing a population from a particular area include those being employed by Myanmar security forces: murder, torture, arbitrary arrest and detention, rape and sexual assaults, severe physical injury to civilians, confinement of a civilian population in ghetto areas, displacement, and deliberate military attacks or threats of attacks on civilians and civilian areas.\(^9\)

The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights alleged the possible commission of crimes against humanity against Rohingya both before and since these latest attacks and recently referred to the situation as a “textbook example of ethnic cleansing.” On September 13, 2017, the UN Security Council condemned the violence and on the same day, UN Secretary-General António Guterres referred to the situation as “catastrophic.”\(^9\)

### ROME STATUTE DEFINITIONS

#### CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
Any of the following acts when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack: (a) Murder; (b) Extermination; (c) Enslavement; (d) Deportation or forcible transfer of population; (e) Imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in violation of fundamental rules of international law; (f) Torture; (g) Rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, or any other form of sexual violence of comparable gravity; (h) Persecution against any identifiable group or collectivity on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as defined in paragraph 3, or other grounds that are universally recognized as impermissible under international law, in connection with any act referred to in this paragraph or any crime within the jurisdiction of the Court; (i) Enforced disappearance of persons; (j) The crime of apartheid; (k) Other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.

#### GENOCIDE
Any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
Genocide

Fortify Rights and the Simon-Skjodt Center continue to be gravely concerned about growing evidence of genocide against Rohingya Muslims in northern Rakhine State. Genocide is a crime that involves the intentional targeting of a community for destruction via one or more prohibited acts. To constitute genocide, one or more of the five enumerated prohibited acts must be committed (a) against a group on the basis of the religious, ethnic, racial, or national identity and (b) with the intent to destroy that group as such, in whole or in part. The facts laid out in this report demonstrate that state security forces targeted the Rohingya group with several of the enumerated acts in the law of genocide.

Further investigation would assist in determining the identity and specific intent of the perpetrators of crimes against Rohingya in northern Rakhine State. The Government of Myanmar has repeatedly thwarted or refused to support investigations into areas where clearance operations have happened. Regardless, the Government of Myanmar and the international community should not wait for a formal legal determination of genocide to take immediate action. The Genocide Convention requires that all states take action to prevent and punish genocide but leaves the details on how to do so to the states. The evidence available thus far should serve as the highest of alarms to leaders within Myanmar and the international community to prevent genocide and to protect people who remain at risk.

Thus far, civilian and military authorities in Myanmar have demonstrated a lack of political will to protect civilians at risk of or subject to mass atrocities. The crimes detailed in this report indicate a failure of the Government of Myanmar as well as the international community to properly protect civilians from mass atrocities. Military and civilian leaders in Myanmar, as well as soldiers and civilian perpetrators, may be liable for international crimes. Those responsible for crimes should be held accountable.

Without an adequate and immediate response to crimes perpetrated against the Rohingya and documented in this report, state-led violence in Myanmar will persist, impunity will reign, and dangerous and discriminatory policies will gain permanence. Concerted action is now required to eliminate the root causes of state-led violence, to bridge deeply divided communities, and to protect all civilians against future atrocities.
Rohingya refugees wait in a muddy rice paddy on orders of the Border Guards Bangladesh (BGB) after crossing the Naf River from Myanmar to Anjumanpara, Bangladesh, on October 16, 2017. They were kept there for more than a day, through intense heat and rain. At least one person died and many others collapsed from exhaustion. Photo by Andre Malerba

Responses by the Government of Myanmar and International Community

Investigative and Advisory Commissions

Under international pressure to respond, the Myanmar authorities established national-level commissions to investigate the situation in Rakhine State since October 2016 and to provide statewide recommendations. The commissions were not designed or mandated to identify specific perpetrators of violence, and no one has yet been held accountable for atrocities. The culture of impunity in Myanmar continues to prevail, leaving the Rohingya population and other communities at risk of continued atrocities.

Two commissions—the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State led by UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan and the Rakhine Investigation Commission led by Vice President General Myint Swe—issued reports on their findings in August 2017 and January 2017, respectively. The Myanmar military and police have also each conducted internal investigations. Most recently, on October 12, State Counselor Suu Kyi announced the formation of yet another committee staffed by government officials to focus on repatriating refugees from Bangladesh and “bringing development to the region and establishing durable peace.”

The UN Human Rights Council created a fact-finding mission in March 2017 to focus, in large part, on human rights violations perpetrated by the Myanmar military and security forces in Rakhine State.

Advisory Commission on Rakhine State (Annan Commission)

In August 2016, Aung San Suu Kyi established the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State, comprised of three international and six national commissioners and chaired by former UN secretary-general Kofi Annan. The Government of Myanmar mandated the advisory commission to “consider humanitarian and development issues, access to basic services, the assurance of basic rights, and the security of the people of Rakhine” and to submit a report of its findings and recommendations within one year.
The Annan Commission published its final report and recommendations on August 23, 2017. The commission’s recommendations addressed both immediate and long-term problems, including the need for the Government of Myanmar to (a) allow full and unimpeded humanitarian access to affected areas, (b) hold perpetrators of serious human rights violations accountable, (c) remove obstacles to accessing education and health care, and (d) close internally displaced persons camps in Rakhine State. The ARSA attack on August 25, 2017, and the immediate, disproportionate, and brutal response by the Myanmar military left the commission’s recommendations unaddressed. Aung San Suu Kyi’s September 19, 2017, speech seemed to disregard the commission’s recommendations, as she stated, for example, that all people in Rakhine State had equal access to health care and education—a finding that contradicted the Annan Commission’s final report.

Rakhine Investigation Commission

The president of Myanmar established the Rakhine Investigation Commission on December 1, 2016, and mandated it to investigate the situations that led to violent attacks allegedly by Rohingya militants against police outposts on October 9 and 12, as well as November 13. The commission, led by Vice President Myint Swe, a former Myanmar military general, included current and former military, police, and other government officials. Human rights groups expressed concern that the composition of the commission and the weak research methodology indicated that the commission’s investigations and findings lacked credibility, independence, and impartiality.

The commission’s first public report, issued on January 3, 2017, and based on a three-day investigation, claimed that evidence was insufficient to address allegations of rape and referred to “fabricated rumors and news.” The report also referred to Bengali populations (a derogatory term for the Rohingya) in the area and the existence of mosques as “proof that there were no cases of genocide and religious persecution in the region.”

65-year-old Nur Alam lost his 15-year-old son, Syed, when the young boy stepped on a landmine. Syed and three others were out grazing their family’s cows. “I carried my son’s body back to our village,” Nur Alam said. Later, his village was destroyed. He and the rest of his family arrived in Bangladesh on September 12, 2017. Greg Constantine for the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
UN Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide Adama Dieng expressed concern that the commission found no evidence to substantiate allegations of human rights violations, despite having access to areas in which crimes were allegedly committed and said that the commission would be unable to credibly undertake a new investigation.99

**Internal Investigations**

The police and military both established internal investigations in February 2017.100 In May 2017, the military announced that its investigation found the accusations in the February 2017 report by the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights—which documented evidence suggesting the military may have committed serious international crimes—to be either incorrect or fabricated, stating the alleged abuses were “based on lies and invented statements.”101 On October 14, 2017, the Myanmar Army announced that it would conduct another internal investigation into the behavior of its soldiers in Rakhine State.102

**United Nations Human Rights Council’s Fact-Finding Mission**

Myanmar’s failure to properly investigate the human rights violations in Rakhine State prompted the United Nations Human Rights Council to establish a fact-finding mission in March 2017 to investigate alleged human rights violations by Myanmar’s military and security forces across Myanmar, with a focus on Rakhine State.103 The Government of Myanmar objected to the initiation of the fact-finding mission and disassociated itself from the resolution that established it.104 After weeks of indicating that it would not cooperate with the fact-finding mission, the Government of Myanmar announced on June 30, 2017, that it would not grant visas to the UN fact-finding team to access the country.105 At a press briefing in Brussels in May 2017, State Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi explained her government’s disassociation with the UN Human Rights Council resolution that established the fact-finding mission, saying, “We do not think that the resolution is in keeping with what is actually happening on the ground.”106 She also said that her government would not accept recommendations that would “divide further the two communities in Rakhine.”107

The fact-finding mission formally requested access to Myanmar and the government ignored the request; the fact-finding mission is continuing its work regardless.

**Restrictions on Humanitarian Assistance**

At the time of this writing, the Government of Myanmar continues to deny aid groups, monitors, and journalists unfettered access to areas of northern Rakhine State. Humanitarian aid groups are provided only limited access in Rakhine State generally, and the authorities have closely shepherded groups of journalists to certain affected areas.108 Humanitarian groups have been denied access to northern Rakhine State since August 2017, and there are no signs that the Government of Myanmar will allow humanitarian agencies (other than the International Committee of the Red Cross) to return to northern Rakhine State, which puts hundreds of thousands of lives at risk.109

**Denials of Human Rights Violations**

The Government of Myanmar has consistently denied reports of human rights violations, including the allegations of atrocities committed during the clearance operations against the Rohingya.

During a September 19, 2017, address, Aung San Suu Kyi expressed doubts about mounting evidence of military atrocities and feigned ignorance about why Rohingya fled to Bangladesh. This reaction follows a pattern of denial by her and other civilian and military officials. Likewise, on October 14, 2017, the Myanmar government official tasked with managing Rohingya refugee repatriation said that civilians may have “planned” to flee in order to give the appearance that they were victims of ethnic cleansing.110

A December 26, 2016, press release from State Counselor Aung San Suu Kyi’s office described allegations of rape by security forces as “rumors,” “fabricated stories,” and “one-sided accusations.”111 Also in late December, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Aye Aye Soe told IRIN that allegations of grave human rights violations were “made-up stories, blown out of proportion,” adding that “the things they are accusing us of didn’t happen at all.”112
In response to an October 21, 2016, communication to the Government of Myanmar from five UN special rapporteurs about “alleged human rights violations occurring in relation to recent attacks on 9 October 2016 in northern Rakhine State,” the Government of Myanmar denied allegations of summary executions, arbitrary detention, and mass graves, stating, “There is no evidence revealed to date to support the allegations of mass graves filled with persons killed during the operations.” In response to allegations of rape, the government cited Commander-in-Chief Senior General Min Aung Hlaing in its claim that “there were no murder or rape cases according to the reports on the ground.”

In the same communication to the UN, the government also claimed, “There were no children arrested, detained and/or killed in the context of security operation [sic].” Weeks later, Reuters published information obtained directly from the Myanmar Police Force detailing that Rohingya children as young as 10 were among hundreds arrested and detained in Rakhine State since October 2016.

The Government of Myanmar and the military also steadfastly denied allegations that state security forces razed Rohingya homes and civilian structures, despite abundant eyewitness testimony and satellite imagery published by Human Rights Watch that placed the Myanmar Army in villages at the time of the arson attacks. In August 2017, the office of State Counselor Suu Kyi claimed “extremist terrorists” were burning down civilian homes.

The government’s denials of atrocities in the face of documentation conducted by many independent groups signal an official willingness to see the Rohingya population removed from the country. The seriousness of the information at hand should force the Government of Myanmar to (a) confront perpetrators of atrocities, (b) allow independent investigations to move forward in areas where clearance operations have taken place, and (c) dismantle the acts of persecution that allowed such violence to erupt.
**Next Steps**

**A political transition where entire populations continue to be targeted** for atrocity crimes on the basis of their ethnicity will be incomplete at best and volatile at worst. Although many actors can take an active part in halting atrocities against the Rohingya population, in holding perpetrators accountable, and in preventing similar crimes in the future, the primary obligation rests upon the Government of Myanmar. The international community can press the Government of Myanmar to uphold this obligation in several ways. Such pressure will require the international community—including countries in Southeast Asia, Europe, and North America—to use a range of atrocity prevention and accountability tools to encourage the Government of Myanmar to cease its attack on Rohingya.

The Myanmar military has the immediate ability to cease attacks on civilian populations in Rakhine State. The military and civilian-led government both have the responsibility to allow aid organizations and investigators access to affected areas, and both actors will need to undertake long-term work to promote accountability and prevent future atrocities. The Government of Myanmar should take the following initial steps:

- Immediately cease attacks on civilian populations in northern Rakhine State and ensure protections for civilians.
- Immediately allow free and unfettered access for humanitarian aid organizations, journalists, and human rights monitors to all areas of Rakhine State.
- Urgently provide specific and detailed information on the whereabouts and well-being of all individuals arrested during the clearance operations in northern Rakhine State.
- Immediately and unconditionally free all Rohingya civilians, including children, arbitrarily detained in Rakhine State and ensure that only individuals charged under laws compatible with international law and tried in proceedings that meet international fair trial standards are detained.
- Prosecute those responsible for human rights violations and mass atrocities, regardless of rank or position, in proceedings that meet international fair trial standards.
- Prosecute militants responsible for murdering state security officials and civilians in proceedings that meet international fair trial standards.
- Cooperate with international efforts, including the fact-finding mission mandated by the UN Human Rights Council, to investigate the situation of human rights in Rakhine State as well as other ethnic states, such as Kachin and Shan States.
- Implement recommendations from credible independent advisory and investigatory bodies, including the fact-finding mission mandated by the UN Human Rights Council and the Advisory Commission on Rakhine State.
- Implement recommendations geared toward establishing the truth about crimes committed in Rakhine State and securing accountability for responsible perpetrators.
- Review and amend the 1982 Citizenship Law to align it with international standards and to provide residents of Myanmar with equal access to full citizenship rights regardless of ethnic identity.
- Announce the immediate abolition of restrictions on freedom of movement in Rakhine State, particularly those that restrict freedom of movement, marriage, childbirth, and other basic rights.
- Announce the immediate abolition of restrictions on freedom of movement in Rakhine State, particularly among villages in Muslim-majority townships in northern Rakhine State, and provide civilian populations with the necessary protection to ensure safe freedom of movement.
- Appoint a task force comprising at least one senior civilian government official and one military official, as well as representatives from Muslims and Rohingya, to travel village-to-village in Rakhine State to advise village administrators about the abolition of restrictions and to ensure that all restrictions on freedom of movement are lifted.
Various international institutions and other governments are well placed to press the Myanmar authorities to make effective progress on the items listed above.

The United Nations Security Council is a primary international organ through which various tools can press Myanmar to move forward on these next steps. Situations of mass atrocities are intrinsically matters of international peace and security, and Myanmar remains on the formal agenda of the UN Security Council. A UN Security Council open session on Myanmar on September 28, 2017—the first open session on the country since 2009—was an opportunity for some Security Council members and the UN secretary-general to express outrage and urgency about the crimes against Rohingya. Although the open session was an important step that demonstrated the Security Council’s seriousness, the discussions should be followed by concerted action to issue a resolution that will allow its members to pursue tools, including an arms embargo and a referral to the International Criminal Court, to curb the atrocities in Myanmar and to promote accountability.

The UN Human Rights Council has established and extended mandates for special rapporteurs on the situation of human rights in Myanmar for the past 25 years. Experts serving that mandate have shone a light on the human rights situation in Myanmar and have spoken out about apparent mass atrocities against Rohingya. During its March 2017 session, the UN Human Rights Council established an independent fact-finding mission to investigate human rights violations in northern Rakhine State, as well as other areas in Myanmar. As of the writing of this report, the Government of Myanmar has signaled its unwillingness to cooperate with the fact finders. The UN Human Rights Council and other UN agencies can press the Myanmar authorities to effectively adopt the next steps listed above. In addition, those UN agencies can move forward with the following actions:

More than 1,000 Rohingya congregate around a truck filled with private donations of rice. The surge of Rohingya into Bangladesh has caused a humanitarian crisis, with desperate refugees completely reliant on humanitarian assistance. Greg Constantine for the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
• Extend the mandate of the UN fact-finding mission and continue to encourage the Government of Myanmar to cooperate with international efforts, including the fact-finding mission, to investigate the situation of human rights in northern Rakhine State as well as other ethnic states, such as Kachin and Shan States, and to hold perpetrators accountable.

• Provide the UN fact-finding mission with access to relevant information, databases, and other sources of information related to the situation in Rakhine State, particularly information related to alleged human rights violations and perpetrators.

Other governments, including those in Southeast Asia, can press the Government of Myanmar to end and remedy atrocities against Rohingya and create an environment that will eventually facilitate safe and voluntary returns of those displaced. Refugees have a right to return; however, discussions now of repatriations are premature as Rohingya are still under attack in Myanmar and face well-founded fears of persecution, while perpetrators still enjoy complete impunity. Bangladesh will have a key role to play in ensuring that refugees are not forcibly returned to Myanmar, and other governments can help ensure that returns take place only when they can be done in a manner that is voluntary, safe, and dignified. Myanmar’s neighbors in ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) have traditionally abided by a policy of noninterference in member states’ affairs, refusing to confront the long-standing persecution and violence against Rohingya in Myanmar. The devastating scale of the humanitarian crisis has, in recent months and years, led some of Myanmar’s regional neighbors to openly press for an end to violence. The escalated violence against Rohingya in recent months and the resulting refugee crisis demand a strong response from countries in the region. ASEAN members and other governments, including those in Europe and North America, can press the Government of Myanmar to effectively address the atrocities against Rohingya in the following ways:

• Encourage the Government of Myanmar to cooperate with international efforts, including the fact-finding mission mandated by the UN Human Rights Council; to investigate the situation of human rights in northern Rakhine State as well as other ethnic states, such as Kachin and Shan states; and to hold perpetrators accountable.

• Openly press Myanmar’s military to end and remedy atrocities against Rohingya and cease any engagement with the military apart from human rights–related dialogue, including training and joint exercises, until mass atrocities against the Rohingya population cease and effective, transparent processes are put in place to hold perpetrators accountable.

• Pursue targeted sanctions against the perpetrators most responsible for mass atrocities.

• Ensure future returns are voluntary, safe, and dignified in accordance with international standards, and that refugees have the option to return to their places of origin.

• Encourage high-level envoys to visit the Bangladesh/Myanmar border to hear from refugees about the atrocities they have suffered and witnessed, and to visit Rakhine State, Myanmar.

In addition to the items listed below, donor governments have the ability to support the urgent demand for humanitarian assistance, the long-term efforts to uncover the full truth of the atrocities against the Rohingya, and the institution building and monitoring required to prevent future atrocities. Specific efforts can include the following:
• Support programs or organizations responding to humanitarian needs in Rakhine State and other ethnic states in Myanmar, and along the Bangladesh–Myanmar border, including essential health services and trauma-sensitive care

• Support organizations or programs engaged in documenting human rights violations, truth telling, casualty recording, tracing of disappeared persons, providing support for arbitrarily detained individuals, and reuniting separated families

• Support for survivors of atrocities and their representatives to pursue justice, including supporting documentation efforts

• Investment in programs that monitor early-warning signs of future mass killings in northern Rakhine State and other areas of Myanmar
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